
Chapter 7SubdivisioninterpolationSuppose that the values of some funtion is known for integer arguments. Ifone wants to estimate the values of the funtion at other points, then one ofthe simplest methods is to use linear interpolation. One way of expressingthis proedure is to say that one alulates the values of the funtion at thehalf-integer points 12m with m odd by the formula f(2�1m) = 12�f(12(m +1)) + f(12(m� 1))�. Then one alulates the values at the points 14m (withm odd) by the formula f(2�2m) = 12�f(2�1 12(m + 1)) + f(2�1 12(m � 1))�,and proeeds in this manner. In this hapter some generalizations of thisproedure will be onsidered.1. Subdivision interpolationIn a subdivision ardinal interpolation sheme one alulates new values forthe funtion f by the formulaf(2�j�1m) = 2Xk2Z(m� 2k)f(2�jk); m 2Z; j � 0;(7.1)where the sequene ((k))k2Z is the mask that determines interpolationproedure. (The normalizing fator 2 is for onveniene introdued here sothat it does not appear in the equations one obtains after taking Fouriertransforms.) It is lear that if the restrition F = fjZof f to the integers isknown, then one �nds from (7.1) the values of f at the half-integer valuesZ+ 12 (by taking j = 0), then the values at Z+ 14 and Z+ 34 (by takingj = 1), and so on. Another way of formulating these alulations is to say59



60 7. Subdivision interpolation 20.10.2006that fj2�j�1Z= Sfj2�jZ;where S is the operator de�ned in De�nition 6.2.If the values of f are not given on Zbut on some other set of evenlyspaed points, one an use a simple transformation of the argument to reduethe problem to the one onsidered here.If m = 2p in (7.1) is even, then one hasf(2�jp) = 2(0)f(2�jp) + 2Xk2Zk 6=p �2(p� k)�f(2�jk):Sine we are studying an interpolation and not a re�nement sheme (that is,we do not want to hange values of f already alulated) we have to requirethat (2k) = 12Æ0;k; k 2Z;(7.2)(where Æi;j = 1 if i = j and 0 otherwise).Proposition 7.1. Suppose that  2 `1(Z)and that the funtion � 2 C(R)satis�es the interpolation ondition�(k) = Æ0;k; k 2Z:(7.3)Then �(x) = 2Xk2Z(k)�(2x� k);(7.4)if and only if �j2�j�1Z= S�j2�jZfor all j � 0, that is�(2�j�1m) = 2Xk2Z(m� 2k)�(2�jm); m 2Z;(7.5)and � is thus the fundamental interpolation funtion for the sheme deter-mined by .Proof. Sine � is ontinuous, equation (7.4) is equivalent to the onditionathat for all j � 0 we have�(2�j�1m) = 2Xk2Z(k)�(2�jm� k); m 2Z;(7.6)Next we observe that when j = 0 it follows from (7.3) that both (7.5)and (7.6) say that �(2�1m) = (m) and thus they are equivalent for j = 0Next we show by indution that this equivalene holds for all j � 0. G. Gripenberg 20.10.2006



1. Subdivision interpolation 61Suppose now that (7.5) and (7.6) hold when j = n � 1 for some n � 1.Then we getXk2Z(m� 2k)�(2�nk) (7.6)= Xk2ZXp2Z(m� 2k)(p)�(2�n+1k � p)=Xp2Z(p)Xk2Z(m� 2k)�(2�(n�1)(k � 2n�1p))k � 2n�1p = r= Xp2Z(p)Xr2Z(m� 2np+ 2r)�(2�(n�1)r)(7.5)= Xp2Z(p)�(2�nm� p):Thus we onlude that (7.5) holds for j = n if and only if (7.6) holds forj = n and this is what we had to prove.The simplest way to get a fundamental interpolation funtion � satisfy-ing equation (7.4) is to start with an orthonomal saling funtion.Proposition 7.2. Assume that ' 2 L2(R) is suh that ('(�� k))k2Zis anorthonormal sequene in L2(R) suh that'(x) = 2Xk2Z�(k)'(2x� k);where � 2 `2(Z;R). Then�(x) def= ZR�(x+ t)�(t) dt;satis�es (7.4) and (7.3) with(k) =Xj2Z�(j)�(k+ j):Proof. It is lear from the de�nition of orthonormality that (7.3) holds soit remains to establish (7.4). A straightforward alulation gives�(x) = ZR'(x+t)'(t) dt = 4 ZRXj2Z�(j)'(2x+2t�j)Xk2Z�(k)'(2t� k) dt= 4Xj2ZXk2Z�(j)�(k)ZR'(2x+ 2t� j)'(2t� k) dt= 2Xj2ZXk2Z�(j)�(k)�(2x+ k � j) = 2Xp2ZXp2Z�(k)�(k + p)�(2x� p);and this gives the laim. G. Gripenberg 20.10.2006



62 7. Subdivision interpolation 20.10.20062. Calulating projetions for multiresolutionsSuppose we have a multiresolution (fVmgm2Z; '), we know the values of afuntion f at the points 2mk, and we want to alulate an approximation ofthe projetion of f onto the spae Vm. Sine we do not know the funtion fexatly we annot get the exat projetion. But the idea we present here isto interpolate the funtion f , using a subdivision sheme, and then alulatethe exat projetion of the interpolated funtion. If � is the fundamentalinterpolation funtion of some sheme, that is, � satis�ed the assumptionsof Proposition 7.1, then the interpolating funtion will beI�(fj2mZ)(x) =Xn2Zf(2mn)�(2�mx� n):(7.7)What we want to alulate is the oeÆients m(k) in the expressionI�(fj2mZ)(x) =Pk2Zm(k)'(2�mx� k). We get the following result:Proposition 7.3. Suppose that (fVmgm2Z; ') is an orthonormal multires-olution with �lter � and suppose that the funtion � 2 L2(R) \ C(R) sat-is�es the dilation equation (7.4) for some sequene  and that the interpo-lation ondition (7.3) holds. Then the sequene Cm (de�ned by Cm(k) =2�m2 RRI�(fj2mZ)(x)'(2�mx� k) dx is given byCm(k) = 2m2 Xj2Zfj2mZ(k � j)�(j)(7.8)where the sequene �(k) = RR�(x)'(x� k) satis�es�(k) = 2Xn2Z�(n)�(2k� n);(7.9)where �(k) =Pj2Z(j)�(j� k).It is of ourse lear that one in addition to (7.9) needs a normalizationondition and intuitively it is lear that if we alulate � from (7.9), then weshould require Pk2Z�(k) = 1, but we do not here go into the details aboutwhih assumptions, if any, are needed for this to be follow from (7.8).Proof. Clearly we have by equation (7.7) and some straightforward alu-lationsCm(k) = 2�m2 ZRXn2Zfj2mZ(n)�(2�mx� n)'(2�mx� k) dx= 2m2 Xn2Zfj2mZ(n) ZR�(x)'(x� (k � n)) dx;so that we have (7.8).  G. Gripenberg 20.10.2006



2. Calulating projetions for multiresolutions 63Sine �(k) = RR�(x)'(x� k) we get from (4.9) and (7.4) that�(k) = 4 ZRXj2Z(j)�(2x� j)Xn2Z�(n)'(2(x� k)� n) dx= 4Xj2ZXn2ZZR�(2x� j)'(2x� 2k � n) dx2x� j = t= 2Xj2ZXn2ZZR�(t)'(t� (2k + n � j) dt=Xr2Z0�Xj2Z(j)�(j� r)1A�(2k � r);and we have the desired onlusion.
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